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13          Chains
Short-link chain ✓ ✓ 200%
Chain slings ✓ ✓ 200%
Chain belts ✓ ✓ 200%
Endless chain ✓ ✓ 200%
Chain multiple legs ✓ ✓ 200%
Master links and rings ✓ ✓ 200%
Connecting links ✓ ✓ 200%
D and bow shackles ✓ ✓ 200%
Eye-bolts and nuts ✓ ✓ 200%
Hoistingrings ✓ ✓ 200%
Swivel rings ✓ ✓ 200%
Chain arrangement ✓ ✓ 200%
Fitting for lifting straps ✓ ✓ 200%
14          Hooks (all kinds, forged or constructed from sheet )
Crane forks and C hooks ✓ ✓ 125 of 200%**
Grab hooks and claws ✓ ✓ 200%
Sorting hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Crate hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Barrel of drum hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Bale hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Stelcon plate hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Container hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Foundry hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Carabiner hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Snap hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Wire rope sliding hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Clevis sling hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Safety hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
Jib hook ✓ ✓ 200%
Swivel hook ✓ ✓ 200%
Slip hooks ✓ ✓ 200%
15          Crane/shank hooks
Single hook ✓ ✓ 200%
Rams horn hook ✓ ✓ 200%

Numbers refer to category: see section numbers in the EKH working conditions.
* Only if taken or provided separately for inspection.
** See relevant section in the EKH working regulations.
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16          Steel cables
Straps and belts ✓ ✓
Multiple legs ✓ ✓
Grommets ✓ ✓
Leg chain slings ✓ ✓
Fitted hooks, rings, etc. ✓ ✓ 200%
Miscellaneous (wedge) sockets ✓ ✓
Guy lines ✓
17          Rope
Fitted hooks, rings, etc. ✓ ✓ 200%
18          Lifting clamps
Beam clamps ✓ 150 of 200%**
Plate clamps ✓ 200%
Lifting clamps ✓ 125%
Motorised lifting clamps ✓ 125%
19          Lifting gear and equipment
Hydraulic jacks ✓ ✓ 105% (HD) ✓ 105% (LD)
Mechanical jacks ✓ ✓ 150%
Lifting cushions ✓ 150%
Forklift forks ✓ ✓ 200%
Hydraulic workshop cranes ✓ 105%
Hydraulic pallet trucks ✓ 105%
20          lifting slings
Endless slings ✓ ✓
Flat lifting slings ✓ ✓
Steel wire lifting slings ✓ ✓ 200%
Fitted hooks, rings, etc. ✓ ✓ 200%
21          Magnetic and vacuum lifting devices
Lifting magnets ✓ 200 of 300%**
Vacuum lifting devices 1/4 jaar ✓ 200%
22          Miscellaneous lifting devices
Lifting beams ✓ ✓ 125 of 200%**
Bulk containers ✓ ✓ 125 of 200%**
Forklift front-end attachments ✓ ✓ 125 of 200%**
Turnbuckles ✓ ✓ 200%

Numbers refer to category: see section numbers in the EKH working conditions.
* Only if taken or provided separately for inspection.
** See relevant section in the EKH working regulations.

Annual 
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Annual
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and testing

4-yearly 
inspection
and testing

One-off 
certification

on new devices
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24          Fall protection equipment
Fall harnesses, safety lanyards and carbiners ✓ ✓
25          Blocks
Blocks for fixed machine parts ✓
Blocks for interchangeable equipment ✓ ✓ 200%
26          Hoists, winches and beam trolleys
Hand chain hoists and ratchet hoists ✓ 110 en 150%**
Electric/pneumatic chain hoists ✓ 110 en 125%**
Tifor hoists ✓ 150%
Hand winches ✓ 150%
Motor-powerd winches ✓ 105 of 125%**
Beam trolleys ✓ ✓ 125 of 150%**
27          Support and fixed eyes
Push trolley tracks and beams ✓ ✓ 125%
Chain plate and plate eyes ✓ ✓ 125%
Wall and column monted slewing cranes ✓ ✓ 125%
Manual articulating overhead crane ✓ ✓ 125%
28          Lift tables
lift tables ✓  105% 
29          Lashing systems
Lashing straps ✓
Lashing chains ✓
Lashing cables ✓
30          Containers for use on land
Containers ✓ ✓ NDO ✓ 200%
31          Lowering devices

✓ For testing, relevant sections apply.

Numbers refer to category: see section numbers in the EKH working conditions.
* Only if taken or provided separately for inspection.
** See relevant section in the EKH working regulations.
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23          Safety cages
Safety cage for lifting gear ✓ ✓ 125%
Safety cage for hoisting gear ✓ ✓ 125%
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Let op: deze gegevens zijn aan veranderingen onderhevig, waardoor 

het belangrijk is om regelmatig de website te bekijken voor de juiste 

keuringsfrequenties.

Voor meer informatie kijk je op  EKH.nl   

Einsteinbaan 1 
Postbus 2600 
3430 GA Nieuwegein

T (030) 605 33 44 
F (030) 605 32 08 
E ekh@metaalunie.nl
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